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The First Thanksgiving 
Social Science K.1 and 2.2 

http://www.scholastic.com/scholastic_thanksgiving/ 
Did you know that the first Thanksgiving feast lasted for days and the Wampanoag Indians had to build 
their own guest houses for their stay? Check it out!  Scholastic has created this 
awesome website all about the first Thanksgiving for you and your class to 
explore.  Click on “The Mayflower” tab to hear about the journey across the 
Atlantic Ocean.  Check out daily life for the Pilgrims and Indians with the “Daily 
Life” tab.  Watch a slide show about the first Thanksgiving under “The Feast.”  
Take your students on a virtual field trip to “Plimoth Plantation.”  Make sure to 
click on the little speaker buttons found throughout the website to listen to the 
text.  The “Teacher Resources” tab provides a link to lesson plans and additional resources.  What other 
interesting facts can you and your class discover about the first Thanksgiving? 
 
 

The Plural Girls 
Language Arts 2.13 
http://www.funbrain.com/plurals/index.html 

What is the plural of “fox?”  How do you pluralize “mouse?”  Do your 
students know the answers?  See how well they do with Funbrain’s The 
Plural Girls. “Twin sisters Pearl and Flora lost their friends in the bubble 
machine. Help them get their friends out by choosing the correct plural 
form of the given word.”  Choose between Fill in the Blank or Multiple 
Choices.  Have a contest and see who can correctly answer the most. 

 
 

Fish Shop – Multiplication Math Game 
Math 3.5, 4.4, and 5.4 

http://www.multiplication.com/games/play/fish-shop 
“Welcome to your first day on the job at the fantastic Fish Shop. Learn the 
multiplication tables and have tons of fun in this multiplication.com classic.  
It's been a student favorite at multiplication.com for years.  In it you answer 
multiplication questions to sell fish to some … excited kids.  This game is a 
great way to learn your multiplication facts and have fun at same time.  Be 
sure not to take the wrong fish.”  This is a great game for the SMART Board. 
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Synonyms and Antonyms 
Language Arts 3.4, 4.4, and 5.4 
http://www.abcya.com/synonyms_antonyms.htm 
“Word Toss: Synonyms and Antonyms is a fun educational 

game for kids to practice matching synonyms and antonyms. Kids can choose from two 
different levels of difficulty before they play. The rules of the game are simple. Get 10 
correct matches and choose a new ball! Get 3 incorrect in a row and the game is over!” 
 

Growing Plants 
Science 1.4 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/scienceclips/ages/5_6/growing_plants.
shtml 

Help this virtual plant grow.  What happens when it is not watered enough or there is not 
sufficient light?  Play with this site from the BBC to see what happens.  Have your students 
take the quiz to see what they have learned.  This is an excellent SMART Board activity. 
 

Teacher Tools 
GoNoodle 

http://gonoodle.com 
Do your students feel stressed before taking a big test? Do you feel stressed before giving 
a test?  Give yourself and your students a “Brain Break” with calming music from Go 

Noodle.  This site also contains other types of stress 
busters and “brain breaks” with music videos that not only 
relax but help release the “wiggles” and also teach a few 
things as well.   This is a free site so all you have to do is 
sign up and as long as you have a computer or tablet, you can display the videos.   
 

iPad App 
Tiggly Chef    Cost: Free    Recommended by Bestappsforkids 
“Tiggly Chef offers countless opportunities to count and add in this entertaining and 
motivating game for young children. Users can 
experiment with putting groups together as they ‘cook 
up’ some imaginative culinary delights.” The app is 

designed to work with “toys” that require a purchase but it works just 
as well without the toys.   To play without the “toys”, start by selecting 
the icon of the hand.  There are three levels to this app; level 1 uses 
numbers 1 to 5, level 2 works with numbers 3 to 6 and level 3 finishes 
up with 6 to 10.  Chef tells you what he needs to prepare his extremely silly recipes, and you help by 
adding the exact number of ingredients. After fixing Chef’s recipes you can create your own recipes. While 
ingredients are added, mathematics symbols appear on screen explaining your actions, helping to teach 
numbers and early addition concepts.  Items can be added one at a time or in sets using multiple fingers 
to slide the ingredients.     
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